LINGUISTIC TRAINEESHIPS IN THE DIRECTORATE FOR CITIZENS’ LANGUAGE OF EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT

You are a Croatian, Finnish, French, Irish or Spanish native speaker and linguist? You are interested in a paid linguistic traineeship at the European Parliament? Well then, you have until the end of May to apply for a traineeship with us. At the Directorate for Citizens’ Language, you will have the possibility to learn and perfect your skills in translation, clear language, localisation, subtitling, audio podcasting, etc. Apply via this link (https://lnkd.in/eTuipUXk) and search for ‘Audio and Podcast Unit’

#Croatian #Finnish #French #Irish #Spanish #translation #language #citizenslanguage #podcast #subtitling #clearlanguage

LAURA TABOURIN
ILP from France, works in French, English and Spanish

“...
What I love about my job is the variety of formats and content. We can translate and adapt a podcast about women’s rights in the morning, then work on a subtitling job for a video about the EU’s foreign affairs strategy, and in the afternoon translate an answer to a question from the public about fisheries in the Baltic Sea.

We have to be flexible and adapt quickly. How we translate varies from one project to another, depending on the content, format and target audience. It is challenging but very stimulating.”

“...”